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President’s Post...

AS NANCY ENTERS THE NEW FACET OF HER LIFE POST-BREATH SAVERS, I want to reflect
on what Nancy did “behind the scenes.” Yes, Nancy was the MC for our luncheons,

she helped those who needed assistance go through the buffet line, carried their plates
to their table and she kept tabs on Breath Savers’ Executive Board and volunteers
while we completed set-up for our luncheons.

But, did you know that Nancy was responsible for securing the speakers for our
luncheons? She made sure that there were center pieces for the tables. She attended
Breath Savers’ Executive Board quarterly meetings during her lunch break. For the last
10 years, during the summer, Nancy attended our bi-weekly Walk-A-Thon meetings.
Nancy was our contact with the hospital. From securing volunteers for the day of the
walk to getting us ice for the water coolers, Nancy did a whole lot of work that went
unnoticed.

OVER 55 YEARS AGO, Nobel Prize Laureate, poet and recording artist, Bob Dylan, wrote a
song called “The Times They Are A-Changin’.” The sentiment that was written about
then has been true through the years and remains so through the 21st century.

COVID-19 is driving much of this year’s changes. Breath Savers is in lockdown mode,
no lunches, no meetings, Executive Board meetings via Zoom and no in-person
interaction among us. The one consistent is our newsletter. Over the next few months,
you will notice a different appearance in the newsletter. We will continue to deliver
good, solid information on health matters that affect us all. Some changes will work,
and others may not. We are going to try our best and hope you will continue to enjoy
“Our Daily Breath.”

“Great acts are made up of small deeds.”
– Accredited to Lao Tzu, Taoist Master; but unverified
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All I Want is a
Good Night’s Sleep!

Detailed below are some small changes to your daily routine that will help regulate your
body’s internal clock so you can get good, quality sleep. These modifications will help lead

to stopping your tossing and turning, and enjoy a restful night sleep.

MORNING

• Wake up at the same time everyday to start your body’s internal clock. With
this good habit, you may not even need the alarm clock after a while.

• Try not to sleep in, even on the weekends. Different sleep schedules
create a jetlag-like experience, leaving you more tired during the
week.

• Start your day with sunlight outside, taking a walk or try working,
reading or just sitting outside while enjoying
your morning coffee or inside near a window.

DAYTIME

• Prioritize natural light by keeping your window blinds/curtains open
in your house/workplace and get outside when possible.

• Studies show regular exercise improves sleep quality over time. Make
time for movement, a brisk walk, quick run or your favorite workout
class (try YouTube during COVID-19).

• If you need to make up for lost sleep, try a
15-30 minute early afternoon nap. But, try
not to make it a regular habit.

EVENING

• Switch your electronic device to night mode or dark mode to filter out
blue light that disrupts your sleep cycle among other affects.* Set a consistent
bedtime that gives you at least 7 hours of sleep. To create an earlier bedtime, roll back
the start time gradually, 15-20 minutes at a time, so you are not just lying awake.

D

*Blue light emitted from your computer screen, mobile devices and televisions can suppress your body’s ability to produce Melatonin. This is the hormone that helps
you sleep and regulates the sleep/wake cycle. It is suggested that by turning on the blue light filter in the evening you can dramatically increase your ability to sleep.
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• Wind down an hour or two before your set bedtime with activity
that relaxes you, like a brief nighttime stroll, an
audiobook or a warm shower. Put away electronic
devices and turn off the TV.

• Keep your bedroom cool (65 degrees is ideal)
and dark with light blackout curtains.

– Hack Your Routine For Better ZZZ’s,
Buffini & Company, August 2020

Let’s Look at Sleep

Ever wake up feeling great one morning and groggy the next? You can thank the sleep
stages for these early morning wake-up feelings. Below are the different sleep stages.

Did you know that it is normal to spend 10-30 minutes awake each night? However, you
probably will not remember those times.

LIGHT SLEEP – 50-60% OF THE NIGHT

This sleep fills the gaps between deep sleep and REM (Rapid Eye Movement). Light Sleep
has little effect on your mood the next day. In Light Sleep, the body logs memories,
processes emotions, and regulates your metabolism. Your breathing and heart rate dip
slightly and you can easily wake up.

REM SLEEP– 20-25% OF THE NIGHT

We dream during REM sleep. When dreaming begins, our eyes dart rapidly, heart rate
increases and breathing becomes irregular. Our brain regulates memory and emotions by
clearing what it does not need to retain. If we do not get enough REM sleep, we can wake
up feeling groggy and less focused. If we get too much REM sleep, we could feel angrier and
more irritable.**

DEEP SLEEP – 10-25% OF THE NIGHT

When you wake up feeling refreshed, you most likely spent more time in deep sleep. In deep
sleep, our body rebuilds and repairs itself. Our muscles relax and our heart rate
becomes more regular. We are less likely to be awoken in deep sleep.

**Several things can cause this. The most common are stress and depression. People who are depressed dream a lot more than those who do not struggle with
depression, and that can leave you feeling worn out when you wake up. Stress can cause a similar effect.

– Sleep, Explained; Buffini & Company, August 2020

E
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TO LIVE MINDFULLY IS TO LIVE IN THE MOMENT AND REAWAKEN ONESELF TO THE
PRESENT, RATHER THAN DWELLING ON THE PAST OR ANTICIPATING THE FUTURE.
TO BE MINDFUL IS TO OBSERVE AND LABEL THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, SENSATIONS IN
THE BODY IN AN OBJECTIVE MANNER. MINDFULNESS CAN THEREFORE BE A TOOL TO
AVOID SELF-CRITICISM AND JUDGEMENT WHILE IDENTIFYING AND MANAGING
DIFFICULT EMOTIONS.

As we struggle with staying-at-home, those ‘Oh God, where is my mask?’ moments,
the frequent hand washing and our inability to do what we want to do whenever we

want, we are losing the perspective of being in the moment. Missing out on that inner
peace, the composure one can have when we close out all the distractions going on
around us and just say, “This is me and for the next few
minutes, amidst this chaos, I’m closing out the noise and
the insaneness and just enjoy the moment.”  

That calmness that comes with being at peace with yourself.
The mind is clear of any thoughts of what to do next, no
worries regarding what I cannot do, just a stillness of quiet.

How do I practice mindfulness?
“To cultivate awareness, observe your thoughts and emotions,
and explore why those specific ideas might be surfacing. Emotions are natural and
everyone has them – acknowledging them can help you understand yourself better and
move forward.”

Why is mindfulness so popular?
“Mindfulness has been embraced by corporate leaders, sports teams, the military and
countless individuals around the world. The practice may owe its popularity to today’s
fast-paced, technology-driven world, rife with financial and time pressures. Mindfulness
may represent an unmet need for moments of quiet, contemplation, and calm.”

– www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/mindfulness

MINDFULNESS – Part2
“If you are depressed, you are living in the past. If you are anxious, you are living in the
future. If you are at peace, you are living in the moment.”

– Credited to Warren Buffett, the billionaire, and to the Brazilian motivational speaker, Junia Bretas
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Just For Laughs!
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September 13th

Not even in my wildest dreams, I
imagined myself entering a bank,
wearing a mask and asking for money.

Never thought my hands will one day
consume more alcohol than my liver...
never!

Quarantine seems like a Netflix series...
just when you think its over, they
release the next season.

I’m starting to like this mask thing...
I went to the supermarket and saw two
people I owe money to. They didn’t
recognize me. 

Who was complaining that 2020 didn’t
have enough holidays...now what? 

I need to social distance myself from my
fridge; I tested positive in excess
weight!



The Sunshine Corner
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With much REGRET, we are CANCELING all upcoming meetings until further notice.
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